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ABSTRACT
The handwritten character recognition, commonly known as OCR is an important technique to
detectcharacter from images. In OCR, the image is converted to an editable form after extracting
characters from digital images. It has a high demand in banks and other offices to detect and
recognize words. A neural network is being used by HCR using soft computing. Feature extraction
techniques have been applied to detect English characters. We are using a diagonal based feature
extraction technique in two different datasets. The First one is its own database of English alphabets,
ten numbers, and 5-6 special characters, which is written by different peoples, and another dataset is
the CEDAR Database. The character detection is carried out by KNN and LVQ. Finally, in output, we
fill find that KNN is much better than LVQ.

INTRODUCTION
Handwritten character recognition is the process in which the image is converted into an
editable format. It contains the conversion of text image into alphabetical code, which can be
further used in computer systems. All gathering databases from all unique written by hand
style tests are considered as static pictures of penmanship. With the goal that the
acknowledgment is somewhat risky as various people have a unique style of composing.
Some of the time, an archive is written in the past utilized for acknowledgment. At that point,
the examined picture should be separated from getting individual characters. Different
apparatuses exist for extraction, yet may happen regular flaws in it. Usually, when characters
are associated, at that point, the two characters considered as single sub-picture. In this way,
there is an acknowledgment issue. Yet, there are numerous calculations that are accessible to
limit the issue identified with associated characters.
Primarily HCR is of two types. Offline and Online:
OFF-LINE: The composing is ordinarily taken optically by a scanner, and the finished
composing is available as a picture.
ON-LINE: It has the two dimensional arranges of consecutive focuses that are meant as a
component of time, and the request for thumps arranged by the scholars is additionally open.
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In the exploration zone, manually written character acknowledgment framework is
investigating with new systems and improving execution precision. Acknowledgment
framework utilized in application like report perusing, mail arranging, postal location
acknowledgment, and bank handling.
In HCR, there are three fundamental steps i.e., Pre-Processing, Segmentation, and feature
extraction. The pre-preparing gives shape to the info picture in the structure, which is suitable
for the division. The element extraction technique choice straightforwardly impacts on
acknowledgment precision. The different techniques utilized for highlight extraction, for
example, Fourier descriptor, zoning, slope highlight, and Gabor, include. In this paper,
utilizing a corner to corner based element extraction technique in which every single
individual character resized into 90×60 pixels and isolated in 54 equivalent zone of 10×10
pixels. Highlight extraction is done corner to corner implies from the pixel of each zone
highlight moving with their inclining.

PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed manually written character acknowledgment (HCR) framework has various
advances. The nitty-gritty squares are clarified underneath. The subtleties of each progression
are portrayed underneath. The left half of the square graph is a preparation procedure, while
the right-hand side is the trying methodology of the proposed framework.
1. Database
Accumulation of Handwritten character pictures is the primary assignment for the HCR
framework. In the proposed approach, the letter set, numeric, and exceptional characters of
the English language are gathered from two databases, for example, one from standard
CEDAR database [9] and other from our very own made database. The database comprises of
26 letters in order, ten numerals and five exceptional characters (@, γ, #, α, and). The
example of database picture is appeared in underneath fig.3
2. Pre-processing
The pre-preparing is an arrangement of procedures finished on the examined information
picture. It fundamentally improves picture translation, which is appropriate for the division.
The different errands performed on the picture in the pre-preparing stage appear in Fig.2. The
information picture is in RGB, secretive into grayscale. The clamor from the picture is
diminished by utilizing the middle channel [10]. Change of a picture, for example, from
Greyscale into a Binary, is called Binarization. The nearby Thresholding strategy is
connected to the grayscale picture as Where, g(x,y) is twofold picture pixel, f(x,y) is dark
picture pixel, This the neighborhood edge esteem The paired picture is improved by utilizing
morphological channels like disintegration and expansion. Disintegration is a morphological
activity that evacuates the developing part while expansion fills the holes inside the item.
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3. Segmentation
A picture separates into the sub-pictures of individual characters called the division process.
In our proposed framework, the pre-handled info picture is partitioned into sequestered
characters by moving a number to each character utilizing a stamping technique. This naming
gives data about the number of characters in the picture. Every individual character is
proportionally resized into 90X60 pixels for the indexing and acknowledgment stage.
Our motivation is to take manually written English characters as information, process the
character, train the NN framework, to distinguish the shape and adjust the character to an
improved type of information. The proposed calculation is normal at developing
programming, which will be steady in distinguishing characters of verbal English language.
Just as, it is likewise useful in perceiving exceptional characters. One of the downsides is that
it is limited to just English characters and numerals. In a further advancement to recognize
the characters of different verbal dialects. It can beat the idea of NN (neural system). NNs
are, for the most part, valuable for settling challenges that can't be expressed as a grouping of
stages, for example, distinguishing designs, ordering them into sets, succession expectation,
and information mining. The NN is given an objective vector and furthermore a vector that
contains the example data; this could be a picture and manually written information. The
neural system at that point attempts to direct if the information records challenge an example
that the neural system has recalled. ANN prepared for grouping is intended to take info
models and sort them into sets. These sets might be fluffy, without unmistakably
characterized limits. This strategy concerns identifying free transcribed characters. 4.
Highlight extraction.
In this stage, the highlights of the characters that are basic for sorting out them at the
acknowledgment stage are evacuated. It is a key advance; for example, its ongoing working
improves the acknowledgment rate and diminishes the misclassification [11]. We proposed
corner to corner highlight extraction structure for perceiving disconnected HCR. Every single
character picture of size 90x60 pixels is isolated into 54 equivalent zones, every one of size
10x10 pixels Fig.3. The component is determined from each 10x10 zone. Each zone has
complete 19 corners to corner lines, so from one zone, we get 19 highlights. These 19
highlights are normal and put away into each zone, as appeared in fig. 5. This procedure will
proceed until the 54 zones. Therefore, each transcribed character can be speaking to by 54
highlights.

CLASSIFICATION AND RECOGNITION
separated highlights were prepared with two kinds of the classifier, for example, LVQ and
KNN. Both the classifiers are clarified beneath
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A. LVQ
LVQ is an artificial neural system algorithm. The principle point of LVQ is to change over
the enormous arrangement of information into the littler arrangement of codebook vectors
that give better guess to the first information space.
B. KNN
Ken is the least complex managed learning calculation used to group the information. The kclosest neighbor calculation (KNN) is a strategy for ordering objects by a greater part of
votes. The estimation of k chooses the pursuit space. In the event that k=1 implies, the item
has just relegated the class, which is closest. The upside of the Knn is its grouping exactness
is better when highlight space is little, yet which highlight space is enormous, then its
precision gets decline.

RESULTS
The framework has been executed utilizing MATLAB 2013b. We made a database of written
by hand character of various individuals. The checked picture is taken as a contribution from
the database. The information pictures are in the RGB group. First, we convert that picture
into a dim scale, as demonstrated as follows. To recognize the character, the edge is a
significant factor, so we utilized the vigilant edge discovery calculation. Edge recognition
pursued by morphological tasks, for example, enlargement, disintegration, and media
separating to limit the commotion and concentrate the best possible character. The
consequences of the proposed pre-preparing step appear underneath.

The consequences of the proposed framework are dissect based on two strategies viz.
subjective and quantitative examination
A. Qualitative analysis
Qualitative information examination is non-factual; its methodological methodology. It
appears in a pictorial structure. The info pictures from the possess database, and standard
cedar database appear beneath The separated highlights were nourished to the Neural system
for characterization. In the proposed calculation, we utilized direct vector quantization and Kclosest neighbor classifier to characterize the information.
B. Quantitative analysis
Quantitative research is the deliberate observational examination of noticeable marvels by
means of factual, scientific, or computational methods. In this proposed methodology, we do
a quantitative investigation by utilizing the exactness of character recognition.
The quantitative investigation of the proposed framework is finished by utilizing the
exactness parameter. The precision of the proposed framework utilizing LVQ and KNN on
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possessing and CEDAR database is examined underneath. The Graphical portrayal of the
proposed framework is demonstrated as follows. The blue shading bar demonstrates the
arrangement precision of the straight vector quantization while Red shading bar indicates the
exactness of the k-closest neighbor classifier. The graphical examination demonstrates that
the KNN classifier indicates great exactness on both the database.

CONCLUSION
The new methodology of diagonal feature extraction highlight extraction is proposed. All out
54 highlights were removed by the corner to corner based component extraction approach.
For order reason, a neural system based Lvq and Knn classifiers are utilized. From the
proposed approach, Knn gives fitting exactness for Standard database (CEDAR) and selfcreated written by hand database.
The table shows precision assessment results for the CEDAR database. The proposed
framework performs inclining based element extraction utilizing LVQ and KNN with 100%
precision.
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